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Faith Presbyterian Church
Monthly Newsletter
From Pastor Sam

Intersections

The first time I walked into my future in-laws
Christmas dinner, nearly all their family was present. Moments after I entered the house and removed
my shoes (a Korean custom), a two-year-old girl
dropped her bottle. I picked it up and tried to hand
it to her. She did not take it. In her simple honesty,
she merely looked at me like I was from a different
planet. Indeed, I was.
It should be said, I was the only Anglo-American
in the house. My in-laws moved to California from
Korea about forty years ago. It made sense for the
two-year-old girl to look at me perplexed. I was not
part of her family. I looked different. I sounded different.
As the church, it becomes imperative for us to pay
attention to who we are, to all our layers of identity
and the assumptions that go with our identity. Who
we are and how we do what we do send a message.
At the outset of his Institutes of the Christian Religion, John Calvin asserts that without knowledge of
self there is no knowledge of God.
During my doctoral seminar last month, we explored the concept of “intersectionality.” Intersectionality draws attention to simultaneously experienced multiple social locations, identities, and
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institutions that shape individual and collective
experience.
A professor of Gender Studies at the University of Southern California, Ange-Marie Hancock, has observed, “Intersectionality makes
power visible.”
Each of us experiences multiple layers of
identity at any given moment. Many of these
layers of identity are subtler than my first encounter with my future in-laws at Christmas
dinner.
One of my peers in the doctoral seminar from
South Korea asserted, “You Americans need to
see that you are the Roman Empire.” I thought,
“Whoa.”
In the story of Acts, we see the significance of
intersectionality emerge as people of different
classes, ethnicities, genders, sexualities, cultural heritages, and religions meet in unlikely
circumstances. We see some of these different
layers of identity challenged, and as boundaries are dismantled, a new community emerges.
Think of Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch
or Ananias and Saul or Peter and Cornelius
or Lydia and Paul. In each of these interactions, we see layers of identity intersecting
and commonly-held boundaries dismantled. In
Acts, the Spirit leads the church through these
boundaries like water passing through soil. The
insiders do not merely assimilate the outsiders.
They all are changed.
In the New Testament letter of Ephesians, the
apostle Paul asserts that God is creating one
new humanity (Eph. 2:15).
As we pay attention to who we are becoming,
we are also able to leverage who we are for the
common good. This can be the deeply rewarding work of the church.
May the Spirit give us the grace and courage
to see ourselves honestly and to reach out to
others humbly.
Grace and peace,
Sam

He has abolished the law with
its commandments and ordinances,
that he might create in himself
one new humanity in place of
the two, thus making peace.
Ephesians 2:15
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The Constitutional
Questions
to the Candidate
Elder Wells Lyman

Installation
Day
The Prayer of Installation
and Laying on of Hands
Rev. Michael Mudgett

The Presentation of Symbols of Ministry
Rev. Bob Mentze

The Homily
Rev. Herb Codington

The Reception
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Bible Study

Women’s Group Bible Study

Wednesday Mornings
FPC, Room #2
10:30am - 11:30am
Study the Bible

Third Saturday of the Month
(No meeting during AUGUST)

FPC, Library
6:30pm
Study the Bible

Men’s Breakfast
Monday Mornings
Living Room Cafe
7:30am - 8:30am
Pray
Eat
Fellowship
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Tuesday Eves

Every Other Tuesday

(No meetings during AUGUST)
FPC, Library

7:00pm
Study the Bible

Women’s Circle

Second Thursday of the Month
Circle will not meet in July or August

MORE WORDS OF WISDOM

FROM THE DESK OF THE FAITH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE / CUSTODIAL DEPARTMENTS

Updated Church Closures as Follows:

1) Classrooms #s 1, 2 & 3 will be closed the week of August 12th through August 16th
for carpet cleaning and shampooing as Follows:
A) Classrooms #1 & 2 will be closed on Monday & Tuesday, the 12th & 13th
for cleaning / shampooing of carpets all day. Rooms will remain closed until
Friday, the 16th of August.
B) Classroom #2 will be closed on Wednesday, the 14th for cleaning / shampooing
of carpets all day and will remain closed until Friday, the 16th of August.
2) Kitchen and restrooms in church office area, Sanctuary and outside area by class
rooms will be closed periodically throughout the week of August 19th through
August 23rd for cleaning and scrubbing tile and vinyl floors.
3) Revamped Facilities Use Form will be available last week of August; just prior to the
beginning of Fall Semester. Copy will be included in Monthly Newsletter.
4) New Facilities Maintenance Office to be completely finished by last week of August.
More information and updates will follow in future newsletters.
THANK YOU in advance for all of your assistance and cooperation in
maintaining Faith Presbyterian Church in a pristine manner.
Faith Presbyterian Facilities & Maintenance / Custodial Departments
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS

Fannie Morgan - 1st
Barbara Reisweber - 3rd
Ellis Dugger - 6th
Ivan Pedersen - 9th
Richard Seward - 12th
Donna Koehler - 14th
Janet Sansom - 24th
Barbara Stevenson - 27th
Barbara Vent - 29th
Sharon Cameron - 31st
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The Chancel Flowers
The Flower
Chart is up
in the Narthex
The current
price is $75.00.
Just a reminder
that the cost of the
floral arrangements
can be split with
another member.

If you would like to see your birthday listed in the
newsletter with just the day, not the year, please email
that information to Joe Rodriguez
(jcr14@att.net).

Sharon Cameron, Flower Ministry

If you are interested in the gift of
our Kimball piano located in Room
#2 at no cost, please contact Joe
Rodriguez, our Director of Music
Ministries. His contact information
is in the church directory.

DATES TO REMEMBER

August 1st & 2nd - Final Days of Vacation Bible School
August 4th - Special Called Session Meeting - 11:00am
August 22nd - Newsletter Deadline

Come

“Music... will help dissolve your
perplexities and purify your character and sensibilities, and in time
of care and sorrow, will keep a
fountain of joy alive in you.”
-- Dietrich Bonhoeffer --

TRY OUR WEDNESDAY MORNING BIBLE STUDY
LED BY PASTOR SAM
10:30am -11:30am in Room 2
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The All Church Indoor Picnic
- - A GREAT SUCCESS - HELD ON SUNDAY, JULY 21ST
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- - - BY KATHY HAYS - - -

Rev. Sam, Esther, and Ezra Codington
Do you think this cocky teenage skateboarder
with the Mohawk haircut had any idea he’d one day
be an ordained Presbyterian pastor as he cruised
the streets and sidewalks in Clinton, SC? He would
probably be the first to answer with an emphatic
“No way!” Yet that’s exactly what happened – all in
good time. But how did this come about?
Sam Codington is the fourth of five children. His
mom (born and raised in Brazil) taught high school
Spanish and home-schooled her children. His dad
was (and still is!) a PC (USA) pastor, born and raised
in Korea where his parents were medical missionaries. Sam spent a lot of time outdoors while growing
up – playing soccer, riding his skateboard, walking
and hiking, etc. When Sam was ten, he went to the
Dominican Republic with his parents, his first trip
out of the USA. While there, he had his first encounter with human beings living in abject poverty
– and it had a profound effect on him. Later in his
teens, he was vacationing in Paso Robles, CA and
went to a friend’s house to hang out and do some
skateboarding. When a friend suggested that an attractive young lady there who enjoyed photography
take some shots of him riding his skateboard, she
responded, “I don’t like skateboarders.” And that’s
how Sam met Esther!
Esther, born and raised in Paso Robles, is the youngest of three children. Her Korean parents moved to
California forty years ago and still own and run a
business in Paso Robles. Esther grew up in the Full
Gospel Church and then in the Korean Presbyterian
Church. As part of a relationship-building mission
with her church, she traveled to Mexico and took
part in activities with the kids there – hanging out
with them, distributing food, participating in skits,
etc. She enjoyed these excursions but was impacted

by the impoverishment of that country.
Now fast forward to that first meeting of these two
young people. Obviously, Sam wasn’t put off too
much by Esther’s first impression of him, nor was
she, because after Sam went back to SC, they kept
in close touch for the next couple of years. They
discovered that they had a lot of core values in common with their upbringing, too. After finishing college, Sam moved to California and he and Esther
married six months later. Just a year after they were
married, Sam decided he wanted to go to seminary,
so while he was Fuller Theological Seminary, Esther
paid the bills working full-time in the cash office at
Whole Foods. After seminary, Sam was a hospital
chaplain resident while serving as part-time pastor
at two churches in South Carolina. He subsequently got a call to West Haven Presbyterian Church in
Rocky Mount, NC, where he served as pastor for
four years. During this time, their family grew to
three with the arrival of Ezra and life was never to
be the same for Sam and Esther again, no doubt!
Then came that call from the Faith Presbyterian
Church PNC, and we pretty much know the rest of
the story. Sam still loves the outdoors and loves to
run the trails at Mission Trails Regional Park, which
is close to their home (In fact, he and Ezra hiked
up Cowles Mountain shortly after moving here).
He finds time to hike in the woods, spend time at
the beach with his family and loves Korean food.
Esther still likes to take photographs, and enjoys
cooking, knitting and crocheting. She wouldn’t
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continued on page 10

Financial Report 06/30/2019
Envelope Offering for June 2019 was $25,157.33
Envelope Offering monthly budget 2019 is $25,529.83 per month

Budget

Envelope Offering Year to date:
(January thru June)

% of Per Capita

Envelope Offering was

$219,148.67

Envelope Offering budget was

$153,179.00

Thank you for keeping your envelope offering
up to date.

Summary
Total Per Capita
$7,209
Total Income as of 06/30/2019
$6,000

83%

Dear Faith Presbyterian Family - Thank you for all your contributions!
For the first time in over 5 years, we are starting July in the BLACK
by about $23,000 overall.

August 4th
August 11th
August 18th
August 25th

Pastor Sam
Pastor Sam
Pastor Sam
Pastor Sam

-

SERMONS FOR AUGUST

Shaped by Worship 		
Open House
Wisdom in a Crowd
A Theatrical Conflict of Interests		

Acts 14:8-20
Acts 16:11-15
Acts 17:16-34
Acts 19:8-10, 23-31

- - - - - IT HAS BEGUN!!! - - - - -

- - - - - THE FIRST DAY - - - - -
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We have an excellent
Personal Volume Control (PVC) system for
use in the sanctuary and
the nursery/bride’s room. The
PVC receivers are pocketsized and very simple to use.
They can be clipped to a belt
or set beside you on the pew.
You can use your own earbuds from home or choose
from our supply, which includes a variety of types: headphones, earbuds, over-the-ear devices, monaural and
stereo. The PVC allows you to adjust the volume of any
sound coming through any of the microphones in the
sanctuary. Earbuds are wiped with disinfecting wipes
between uses and a favorite set can be reserved for the
same person week after week. See Leroy Lafferty or
JIll Gustafson in the narthex before or after church for
the fitting of an earpiece and an explanation of the PVC
devices. If you have been distracted by volume issues
during worship service, this is the solution!!

= College Ministry Group Says Thank You =
One of the college ministry group visiting
SDSU this Summer presented this thank you
card and flowers to Pastor Sam in thanks for
Faith Presbysterian Church letting them use
our facilities this Summer.
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The Presbyterian Outlook

Caring For Children as A Pastor and A Father
July 15, 2019 by Sam Codington

As a father of a 4-year-old son and a pastor of a church, I have a particular concern and care
for the growth and development of children. W. Thomas Boyce is an accomplished professor
of developmental and behavioral health and chief of the division of developmental medicine
at University of California, San Francisco. I found his book “The Orchid and the Dandelion:
Why Some Children Struggle and How All Can Thrive” to be an absolute delight. While he has
a distinguished background in medicine, Boyce writes this book for a general audience. It is
the best book of non-fiction under 300 pages I have read in quite a few years.
I could never do his book justice in summary. However, I will share a few morsels that I found
to be of special interest and encouragement. While the dichotomy of “nature and nurture”
echo through the annals of popular cultural mythology regarding human growth and development, Boyce offers a layered, intriguing account.
Children are not merely endowed as more or less vulnerable or resilient to their environments.
Some children (“orchid children”) are exceptionally and typically more
sensitive to the nature of their social worlds. Orchids make up roughly
The Orchid
one in five of the population. Moreover, there is overlap between orchid
and the
children and the minority of children who require the majority of healthcare. Other children (“dandelion children”), it would seem, can be plantDandelion
ed in nearly any place and thrive relatively well. Picture actual dandelions
growing between cracks in the pavement. Dandelion children are less
Why Some Children
sensitive to the nature of their social world. Resilience, as it turns out, is
Struggle and How
common, not rare.
All Can Thrive
Orchid children have tremendous potential for pain and hardship and
W. Thomas Boyce, M.D. for excellence and flourishing. In various studies, orchid children showed
intense reactions to sudden stressors. Dandelion children are less sensitive to their environments and can bounce back through adversity. While orchid children may
have greater potential, they also need more support and protection in order to thrive than
their dandelion counterparts.
At different points in the book, I wished for particular children I know to be orchids of high
potential, while at other times I found myself hoping for them to be well-adjusted dandelions
not so porous to volatile environs. It was hard for me not to read my own story and others’
stories between the lines.
Boyce weaves his life story and that of his younger sister Mary throughout the book. He, as
it would turn out, is a dandelion who would go on to experience an abundance of opportunity
and success, and his sister Mary, an orchid, would vacillate between joy and deep pain and
instability.
This creates a further occasion for Boyce to explore the fact that he and his sister shared
much of the same genetic material and family setting as children. Yet, he observes: “Not only
do orchid and dandelion children experience their natal homes in vastly different ways, but
the developmental emergence of their very identities, as orchids or dandelions, is shaped in
part by their unique niches within multidimensional family ‘nests.’ Is the child a boy or girl?
Was she born first, second, or third? Into a one or two parent family? Awash in wealth or pinioned by poverty.”
“My orchid sister, Mary,” Boyce continues, “for all of her tenderness and brilliance, was
reared in a different family – albeit nominally the same family – from that of her dandelion
brothers. And the effect of that difference was to set her upon a path toward disappointment
and disease.”
The nurturing relationship, however, between parent and child is not limited to the present.
Not only are the genes of parents, grandparents and other ancestors passed down through
the generations, but so too are their experiences. Boyce notes, “Research on the health liabilities of children born to survivors of the Holocaust similarly give hints that the psychological
and physical traumas of one generation are heritable, by some means, into the next.”
Interestingly, in addition to mountains of research, they interviewed a group of previously
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continued on page 10

The Presbyterian Outlook - continued from page 9

studied preschool children 30 years later. The same characteristics of the orchid and dandelion phenotypes were present.
As I finished the book, I reflected on my role as a father and
on parenthood is general. Parenthood, like other vocations,
jobs and ways of life, is a calling, a trajectory on which a person
or couple feel compelled and fulfilled. By the end of this book,
I felt that my care as a parent, teacher, pastor and friend of
children will be the most vital work I do in this life.
In his closing remarks, Boyce reflects, “May heaven help us if
we fail to provide the redemptive care and steadfast love that
renders the weakest strong, the most fragile hearty, the least
the best. And may heaven reward us if we manage to do so.”
I am grateful for books such as this one that deeply enhance
my life and imagination as a father and a pastor.

People of Faith - continued from page 6

mind learning how to quilt so take note,
Prayers for Squares ladies! She’s pretty
busy now attending school online through
UNC-Greensboro. She would like to teach
kindergarten and has another two years or
so of course work to complete first. Ezra
will start preschool at College Park starting
in September. He likes monster trucks, race
cars and LEGOs, to name a few. He’s always smiling when you see him at church,
so life seems to be good! He’ll turn four
years old on July 28, the day his daddy
is officially installed as our new pastor at
Faith Presbyterian! We’re so happy to welcome Pastor Sam, Esther and Ezra into our
Faith family!
Now, any chance we’ll see some pictures
of the skateboarding teenager with the Mohawk appearing on our overhead church
screens one day?
STOP THAT
MOSES AND TAKE
YOUR BATH
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Faith Presbyterian Church
5075 Campanile Drive
San Diego CA 92115

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Faith Presbyterian Church

5075 Campanile Drive
San Diego, CA 92115
(619) 582-8480
Email: office@fpsd.org
Website: www.faithchurchsandiego.org
Pastor: Rev. Sam Codington
Spiritual Director: David Helkenn
Director of Music Ministry: Joe Rodriguez
Media Director: Betsy Bestoso
Children, Youth and Family: Sarah Harvey
Preschool Director: Nancy McGeath
Custodial/Maintenance Worker: Roger Moses
Sexton: Robin Craig
Office Administrator: Lou Castillo
Newsletter Editor: Joe Rodriguez

Send all submissions to
Joe Rodriguez, editor
jcr14@att.net

DEADLINE FOR
NEXT
MONTH
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